FOR THE FUTURE
WORKING TOGETHER

Castrol reach net zero by 2050 or sooner.
holistic path to help create
a more sustainable future, and help
We believe it's by working with customers, communities and partners
At Castrol we see this as just the beginning - we want to do more.

In one estimate, these improvements can provide almost 40% of the necessary GHG reductions.

And we want to do more; our PATH360 plan
specification. For more information visit www.castrol.com/cneutral

Our approach is 360, holistic, whole system thinking. It's looking at how we can deliver
what we do in a lower carbon, more efficient,

THINK

OUR PATH360 FRAMEWORK

THE WORLD IS ON AN UNSUSTAINABLE PATH
AND ACTION IS NEEDED.

OUR 360 ROADMAP

THE EFFICIENCY PATHWAY

SOLUTIONS

How we’re going to do it: Our Path360 Framework

Our wheels are already in motion - what we’ve done so far

Working together for the future

This content reflects the sustainability ambitions of Castrol as of 2023. Castrol remains committed to achieving these ambitions and will update the information as progress is made or strategic priorities evolve.